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Cold interacting fermions in two dimensions form exactly solvable Luttinger liquids, whose char-
acteristic scaling exponents differ from those of conventional Fermi liquids. We use the AdS/CFT
correspondence to discuss an equivalence between a class of helical, strongly coupled Luttinger liq-
uids and fermions propagating in the background of a 3D black hole. The microscopic Lagrangian
is explicitly known and the construction is fully embeddable in string theory. The retarded Green
function at low temperature and energy arises from the geometry very near the black hole horizon.
This structure is universal for all cold, charged liquids with a dual description in gravity.
At low temperatures, weakly interacting fermionic sys-
tems usually approach the well studied Fermi liquid fixed
point. The zero temperature state is characterized by a
filled Fermi sea with low-energy particle-hole excitations.
Strongly interacting fermionic systems can have very dif-
ferent low-temperature limits with scaling exponents that
are not predicted by Fermi liquid theory. In 1+1D even
a weak interaction can lead to quasi-particles with non-
Fermi liquid behaviour, because of the restricted phase
space. The infrared (IR) physics in this case is conformal
and is generically described by a Luttinger liquid, whose
Green functions and scaling dimensions can be computed
exactly by bosonization.
Recent works study the physics of strongly coupled
non-Fermi liquids using the AdS/CFT correspondence
[1, 2]: a fermionic operator interacts with a strongly cou-
pled conformal field theory (CFT) that is represented as a
gravitating anti-de Sitter (AdS) spacetime with one extra
dimension. The correlation functions of a bulk fermion
moving in this spacetime are related to those of the orig-
inal fermion. A chemical potential and temperature are
introduced in the gravitational description by including
a charged black hole. To understand why and how this
gravitational description is able to model a non-Fermi
liquid, an example with a solvable field theory would be
helpful. Thus, we are led to study the Luttinger liquid.
Here we show that a Dirac fermion propagating in the
background of a 3D BTZ black hole [3] can be dual to one
component of a helical Luttinger liquid [4], ie. a liquid
where fermions have fixed handedness. The Fermi level is
controlled by Wilson lines for a U(1) vector potential that
surrounds the black hole. The mass of the bulk fermion
controls the scaling dimension of the dual operator and
we explicitly relate it to the effective couplings of the Lut-
tinger liquid. Our construction is embeddable in string
theory, and a Lagrangian description is available at weak
coupling. The gravitational description is advantageous
in a regime where the field theory is strongly coupled,
and where properties of the liquid retain sensitivity to
the UV completion.
At low temperatures the 3D black hole is nearly ex-
tremal and the analytic structure of the infrared Green
function is controlled by the near horizon geometry,
which can be presented as 2D AdS space with a con-
stant electric field. The same geometry appears near the
horizon of any extremal black hole [5], and controls its
low-energy correlation functions. In this way, the non-
analytic IR behavior of every non-Fermi liquid with a
gravitational dual will be related to the IR physics of the
2D Luttinger liquid. This suggests that non-Fermi liquids
in any dimension with a realization in gravity represent
different UV completions of a universal IR sector. The
challenge in making this statement precise is that the
different UV completions involve geometrizing different
quantities in the theory, and will not be locally related
to each other.
Consider the consistent truncation of Type IIB
string theory to the 3D SU(1, 1|2) × SU(1, 1|2)
supergravity, with a metric and two SU(2)
Chern-Simons gauge fields. The action is
S = 116piGN
∫
d3x
√−g (R+ 2`2 ) + SCS(A+) − SCS(A−)
with SCS =
k
4pi
∫
Tr
(
A ∧ dA+ 23 A ∧A ∧A
)
, where
k = `4G is the level of the SU(2) currents. The vacuum
solution of this theory is AdS3, but it also has solutions
consisting of the rotating BTZ black hole surrounded by
Wilson lines [6]:
ds2 = − (r
2 − r2+)(r2 − r2−)
`2 r2
dt2 +
r2 `2
(r2 − r2+)(r2 − r2−)
dr2 + r2
(
dφ− r+ r−
` r2
dt
)2
; A3∓ = α∓(dφ±
dt
`
) . (1)
The parameters r± are the outer and inner horizon radii. Defining the left- and right- temperatures T± =
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2(r+ ± r−)/2pi`2, the mass, angular momentum and tem-
perature of the black hole are M = (T 2+ + T
2
−)pi
2`2/4G,
J = (T 2+ − T 2−)pi2`3/4G, and 2/T = 1/T+ + 1/T−. The
electric term in the gauge fields A3± is required because
regularity in the (Euclidean) bulk imposes holomorphic-
ity [7]. The winding of the gauge fields endows the black
hole with integral topological charges Q± = kα±. In the
2D CFT dual to AdS3, this black hole is described as an
ensemble of microstates with left and right Virasoro lev-
els M`±J2 +
k
4α
2
±, or, in the canonical ensemble, left and
right temperatures T±.
Now consider a Dirac fermion charged under the two
gauge fields propagating in this background with action
S =
∫
d3x
√−g (iΨ¯ ΓaDaΨ−m Ψ¯Ψ) where D is a gauge
covariant derivative. According to the AdS/CFT dictio-
nary, this fermion is dual to a spin-1/2 operator Om of
fixed helicity in the 2D dual field theory [8]. The operator
Om is left handed for masses m` > 0, right handed for
m` < 0. Specifically if γ0,1 are the 2 × 2 γ-matrices in
2D and we take γ3 = γ0γ1 = σ3, then states created by
the operator Om are projected by 1 ± γ3. These Weyl
representations are 2D analogues of fixed helicity in 4D.
The BTZ black hole is just the SL(2,R) group mani-
fold, up to discrete identifications. This completely de-
termines the waves propagating in the geometry. It is
then a routine computation to take the ratios of out-
going and incoming waves at (conformal) infinity, with
purely ingoing boundary conditions at the horizon to ob-
tain the retarded Green function for Om. For m > 0,
taking ψ ∝ e−iωt+inφψ˜(r, ω, n) and assuming non-integer
2h± = m`+ 1± 1/2, this procedure gives [9]:
GR(ω, n) = − i
2
∏
s=±
Γ(1− 2hs)Γ(hs − i ωs4piT−s )
(2piT−s)1−2hsΓ(h˜s − i ωs4piT−s )
(2)
with h˜± = 1− h± and ωs = ω+ s(n/`− 2αs), correcting
a minor error in [9]. (Similar formulae with opposite
conformal spin (h− − h+) follow for m < 0 [9].) The
Wilson lines in (1) shift the momenta ω±n/` by amounts
proportional to α±, into which we have also absorbed
the charges of the fermion under the two gauge fields.
The temperatures T± are independent for left and right
movers. When 2h± = 1, 2, 3, · · · (|m|` 1/2-integral) the
ratio of Gamma functions in (2) is multiplied by a factor
involving di-Gamma functions (ψ) of the momenta:
√
2[ψ(a)− ψ(n+ 1) + γE ] + 1√
2
[ψ(b) + ψ(b− 1)] (3)
with a = h− − iω−/4piT+, b = h+ − iω+/4piT−, n =
2h− − 1 and γE is the Euler-Mascheroni constant. (This
expression is further modified for the special case 2h− =
1.) The singular normalization of (2) for integer 2h±
is an artifact of neglecting these di-Gamma functions.
Below, for simplicity, we focus on the case of non-integer
2h± although the integer values are in fact realized in the
simplest string theoretic embeddings.
With α± = 0, a Fourier transform gives GR(x+, x−) =
−iΘ(x+)Θ(x−)
(
piT+
sinhpiT+x−
)2h+ ( piT−
sinhpiT−x+
)2h−
with
support in the forward lightcone (Θ(x+)Θ(x−) =
Θ(t)Θ(t2−φ2))as expected. The overall numerical factor
was determined such that the short distance singularity
(and low temperature limit) in real space takes the canon-
ical form so that 〈Om(t, φ)Om(0, 0)〉 = x−2h−+ x−2h+− .
Thus (2) is the thermal Green function of an operator
with spin h+ − h− = 12 and conformal dimension
∆ = h+ + h− ≥ 1. There is a tower of thermal poles at
ωs = −i4piT−s(hs +n) for non-negative integer n. These
poles collapse to the real line as T± → 0 producing
non-analytic behavior of the zero-temperature Green
function GR(ω, n) ∝
∏
s=± ω
2hs−1
s at ωs = 0, indicating
the edges of the spectral bands. At zero temperature
the Fermi sea is filled up to ω = 0. Thus ωs = 0 with
ω = 0 gives the momenta at the two edges of the Fermi
surface as n± = 2α± `.
Using the Euler reflection formula we obtain the spec-
tral function 4A(ω, n) = −8 ImGR(ω, n) as
cosh
[∑
s=±
ωs
4T−s
] ∏
s=±
(2piT−s)2hs−1
Γ(2hs) cospihs
∣∣∣∣Γ(hs − i ωs4piT−s
)∣∣∣∣2
(4)
This level density is plotted in Fig. 1. The sum and
difference of the Wilson lines around the BTZ black
hole (α+ ± α−) move the spectral bands up/down and
left/right in the ω − n plane. The low temperature
limit T± → 0 of the spectral function can be extracted
using lim|y|→∞ 1√2pi |Γ(x + iy)|e
pi|y|
2 |y| 12−x = 1 . Taking
ω±/T∓  1 this gives
A(ω, n) ≈ pi2 cosh(
∑
s=±
ωs
4T−s
)
∏
s=±
e−|ωs|/4T−s |2piωs|2hs−1
Γ(2hs) cospihs
(5)
In the region inside the spectral bands, i.e. ω+ · ω− > 0,
the expansion of cosh gives a power law spectral density:
A(ω, n) ∝ ∏s=± |ωs|2hs−1. Similarly, outside the spec-
tral bands (ω+ ·ω− < 0) the spectral density vanishes ex-
ponentially: A(ω, n) ∝ ∏s=± |ωs|2hs−1 (∑s e−|ωs|/2T−s),
which rapidly declines with temperature. The structure
near the edges of the spectral bands is obtained by tak-
ing ω±  T∓ and using that to leading order in small y
log |Γ(x+ iy)/Γ(x)|2 = −y2∑∞n=0(1/(x+n)2)+ · · · . The
right hand side defines the Hurwitz zeta function ζ(2, x).
Thus, for example, close to the spectral band boundary
with ω− = 0, but with ω+  T− we have A(ω, n) ∝
|ω+|2h+−1 exp
(
ω−/2T+ − (ω−/4piT+)2ζ(2, h−)
)
.
The system we study can readily be embedded into
full-fledged string theory, with AdS3 appearing as a low
energy limit, and AdS2 at an even lower energy. In these
detailed constructions (for a recent review, see [10]) the
fermion appears with specific conformal weights. The
simplest embedding is the D1/D5 system in Type IIB
3FIG. 1. Spectral density for m = 1.2, T± = 10−4 and α± = 0.
The horizontal axis is n and the vertical ω. The spectral
density vanishes rapidly outside the cones defined by ω±n =
0. Varying α± shifts the spectral bands in the ω − n plane.
string theory, with black holes that have AdS3×S3×T 4
near horizon geometry. In this case there are fermions
in chiral primary representations with conformal weights
(h−, h+) = ( 12 (`+ 2),
1
2 (`+ 1)) + c.c., ` = 0, 1, . . .. They
have degeneracy 4. Thus the fermionic operator whose
correlator we are studying is embedded in a well-defined,
UV-complete field theory – it is a particular deformation
of the (4, 4) supersymmetric σ-model on the target space
(T 4)k/Sk. While the complete field theory is strongly
coupled and thus not readily solvable, it could in principle
be put on a lattice and studied numerically.
Another standard embedding (see the review [10]) is
the chiral M5-embedding in string theory, with black
holes that have AdS3 × S2 × X near horizon geome-
try, where X is a Calabi-Yau manifold. In this case
the fermions in chiral primary representations have con-
formal weights of specific chirality (h−, h+) = ( 12 (` +
2), 12 (`+ 1)), ` = 0, 1, . . .. Their degeneracy is 2(h21 + 1),
where h21 is a Betti number of X. It is worth noting that
the simplest weights are precisely half-integer, which is
the case where response functions acquire additional log-
arithmic behavior that is not generic. This is interesting
but not mandatory since, going beyond chiral primaries,
a discretuum of fermion operators with spacings of order
1/k can also be realized in these and more elaborate set-
tings. Thus, fermionic operators with the properties we
assume can be realized in UV-complete CFTs.
In the field theories we discuss, the fermion of interest
interacts strongly with all the other excitations in the
theory. The collective effects of these interactions endow
the fermion with an anomalous dimension. The virtue of
the AdS/CFT correspondence is that the strong interac-
tions are conveniently resummed in this setting in terms
of free propagation in a curved extra dimension. Consider
carrying out this resummation directly in the field the-
ory at finite temperature by integrating out all the other
fields. This will yield a complicated Lagrangian for our
fermion, with many higher order terms. However, upon
running this Lagrangian down to the IR, the physics will
be dominated by the marginal operators allowed at the
interacting IR fixed point.
For spin-1/2 operators in 2D, these have been exhaus-
tively studied (see the review [11]). The only permit-
ted marginal operators are those that preserve helic-
ity and the discrete symmetries. To write a local in-
teraction for a Weyl fermion we must introduce some
other field. The simplest possibility is to assume time-
reversal (TR) invariance, with a kinetic term H0 =
−i ∫ dx(ψ†∂xψ − ψ†∂xψ), and a four fermion dispersive
interaction coupling the two directions of motion
Hint = g2
∫
dx ψ†ψ ψ
†
ψ , (6)
with spin label omitted since it is fixed by the 1 ± γ3
projection. This is the helical Luttinger liquid. In this
realization (for which the fields exist in the TR invari-
ant D1/D5 theory), the fermions of primary interest (ψ)
scatter off “secondary” fermions moving in the opposite
direction (ψ) realized in the bulk as a Dirac fermion with
negative mass and opposite conformal spin (so the sys-
tem is TR-invariant). In other realizations (including the
M5 embedding), the primary fermion must interact with
more general anti-holomorphic currents.
The Luttinger liquid permits an exact solution by
bosonization. The free fermion (g2 = 0) is represented
as a scalar on a circle with radius Rfree and then inter-
actions are taken into account by changing the radius to
R4 = 1+g2/2pi1−g2/2piR
4
free. Interactions modify the conformal
weights (0, 12 ) of the free fermion to (h−, h− +
1
2 ) where
h− =
1
8
[
R2
R2free
+
R2free
R2
− 2
]
' g
2
2
32pi2
. (7)
The latter approximation illustrates the small coupling
behavior but the formula is exact. Comparing with the
formula from AdS space
h− =
|m|`
2
+
1
4
≥ 1
4
, (8)
we get a relation between the mass of the fermion in the
dual 3D gravity theory, and the coupling constant of the
Luttinger liquid. Note that the free theory (R = Rfree or
g2 = 0) is never realized, since |m| ≥ 0.
The nonanalytic structure in the low temperature
Green function is due to IR physics. Low temperature
can be attained by taking one or both of T± → 0 (re-
call 2/T = 1/T+ + 1/T−). A limit where only one of
these temperatures goes to zero leaves the field theory
in a state with finite chiral momentum, and corresponds
in AdS3 to an extremal, rotating BTZ black hole. The
AdS/CFT correspondence reorganizes energy scales in
the field theory geometrically so that IR physics in the
field theory is associated to dynamics near the black hole
horizon. Thus, we can extract the IR structure by ex-
amining the near-horizon limit of the bulk geometry and
wave equations.
4The extremal (T− = 0) black hole metric is ds2 =
`2dη2 + `2 e2ηdw+dw−+ r2+ (dw
+)2 , where w± = φ± t/`
and r2 = r2+ + `
2 e2η. The near-horizon geometry can be
isolated via a scaling limit w− → w−/λ and e2η → λ e2η
as λ → 0. The form of the metric remains invariant in
this limit, but w− effectively decompactifies, giving the
“self-dual orbifold” of AdS3 [12]. We must preserve the
topological charges Q± associated to our Wilson lines,
and that is achieved by also taking α+ → λα+. The Dirac
equation is invariant in form under this scaling limit, and
so the T− → 0 Green function is
GR = C ω
2h+−1
+ |Γ(h−−
iω−
4piT+
)|2 sinpi(h−+i ω−
4piT+
) (9)
where C is a temperature dependent normalization con-
stant. In order to match this IR Green function with the
UV theory, we take λ to be finite and small (rather than
strictly zero). Then the IR ω+ in (9) is related to the
UV lightcone momentum as λω+ = ω
UV
+ , reflecting the
redshift between the near-horizon and asymptotic part of
the black hole geometry. The dependence of the Green
function on the chemical potential T+ constitutes non-
trivial dynamical information characterizing the system
that the primary fermions interact with.
It is instructive to compare our results in D = 1 + 1 to
the related study of cold, non-Fermi liquids in D = 2 + 1
[2]. The latter setting involves charged black holes in
AdS4 vs. our rotating black holes in AdS3. In both
studies, the IR dynamics (from a near-horizon limit in
AdS space) is matched with the UV dynamics (from the
asymptotic geometry), to construct the retarded Green
function; and the crucial part of the near-horizon geom-
etry is AdS2 with an electric field. The final result (in
appendix D of [2]) for the non-analyticity that leads to
non-Fermi liquid behavior is
GnFLR (ω) = C
′ ω2ν |Γ(ν − iqe2)|2 sinpi(ν + iqe2) (10)
where C ′ is a normalization constant, q is the fermion
charge, and e2 is the electric field (parametrizing the
chemical potential). This precisely matches the form of
(9), with the identifications T+ = (4pie2)
−1, ω+ = ω and
ω− = q and h− = ν ≡
√
m22R
2
2 − q2e22. Recalling that
h− = |m|`+ 12 , we relate the AdS2 mass of the non-Fermi
liquid to the mass of our 3D fermion.
This precise agreement between low temperature cor-
relation functions confirms that the AdS2 near horizon
geometry is responsible in both cases for the IR behav-
ior. The parameters of the different UV completions are
then related by comparing physical quantities in the low
energy effective theory. Despite this simple picture, the
IR sector of the 2+1D non-Fermi liquid in [2] cannot be
simply mapped into a Luttinger liquid. This is due to
a subtle sensitivity to the UV theory. The AdS4 black
brane in [2] is charged under an auxiliary electric field,
while the electric field in our AdS2 is geometrized as an
extra dimension which is the direction of the momenta of
the Luttinger liquid. Thus, Luttinger modes of different
momenta appear in AdS2 as a tower of particles with in-
tegrally spaced charges and masses, while the momentum
modes of the 2+1D field theory in [2] appear in AdS2 as a
tower of particles with different masses, but fixed charge.
These differences imply different spectra for ω− ≡ q in
the two cases. This feature complicates the relationship
between the 2D physics of the Luttinger liquid and of 4D
non-Fermi liquids with gravity duals.
In summary, the IR structure of correlation functions
in the holographic approach to cold Fermi liquids always
derives from the omnipresent near-horizon AdS2 geome-
try. The full black hole geometry is analogous to the UV
completion of an IR field theory [2, 13]. The BTZ black
holes presented here are the most transparent UV com-
pletion. While convenient, our 3D completion may not
capture all interesting phenomena. For example, a su-
perconducting instability can usually be implemented in
AdS in terms of a charged boson with a mass that is sta-
ble in the UV, but tachyonic in the AdS2 near horizon ge-
ometry [14]. An interesting feature of our AdS3 comple-
tion is that here the stability bound is exactly the same
in the UV and the IR, since changes in AdS radius are
precisely compensated by a change in the Breitenlohner-
Freedman bound. Thus condensation by this mechanism
appears impossible. It would be interesting to under-
stand in more detail what features of the UV completion
drive specific low energy phenomena in the holographic
description of condensed matter systems.
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